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Abstract;

The rapid rate of change in both technology and the market place has created enormous strains upon

existing organisational resources, be it time, money, staff or materials.  Project Management has

been identified as one of several workable solutions to making better use of existing resources, by

getting work to flow horizontally as well as vertically within a company.

Successful project management goes beyond maintaining realistic expectation levels and

completing projects within budget, scope, time and resource constraints. Today, the need to

facilitate and to participate in high performing project teams requires a new application of team

collaboration; clear and elevating project goal setting; high performance; quality standards and a

culture of cross-functional and self-directing teams, if companies of the future are to survive in a

world of managing and succeeding by project.

A Managing By Project philosophy brings a structured approach to the use of project management

skills, tools, software and techniques in an organisation. This is especially important in today’s

business environment, where most project managers and leaders need to deliver higher quality

output faster, with fewer resources, and very often with newly formed cross-functional teams.

The challenge of today’s project management stakeholders is to weave a web of new and improved

project management practices.  These practices should be simple enough that we can all understand

them and use them to benefit planning, organising and controlling of all projects which will meet

the objectives of business within the constraints of time, cost and performance.
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In order to facilitate the introduction, implementation and development of a uniform, dynamic,

culture and people oriented project management discipline, the introduction and support of a

Managing By Project philosophy needs to be pursued in order to ensure that the benefits of a

Professional Project Management web is spun and strengthened within the organisation.

A Managing By Project philosophy must facilitate and provide tangible benefits for the project

members who are given the responsibilities to manage mission critical projects.  A project

management methodology must not only benefit the project managers, but it must also benefit the

organisation’s internal and external customer base that will need to realise the business benefits of

project initiatives.

The Managing By Project philosophy must promote and support the conformity of business and

project related processes and procedures in the strong belief that consistency in all respects will

breed progress in a Managing By Project culture.

Companies who have taken the step to implement a Managing By Project philosophy have

identified and realised:

1. An increase in project risk management and risk reduction

2. An increase in project cross-functional teaming and communication of company and project

goals, objectives and standards of excellence

3. An increase in good relations between internal and external project customers

4. Facilitation of open partnerships between key internal and external project stakeholders

5. An increase in project task ownership, accountability, responsibility, involvement,  project

change management and conflict resolution.

6. An increase in commitment due to project goals, objectives and process comprehension, as well

as an increase in the project discipline as a culture.

7. An increase in effective project prioritisation and consolidation of project information.

8. An increase in management information in terms of schedules, cost, deliverables and resource

conflict management at both the micro and macro levels of all projects.

9. Reduction in the project isolation between Business and Information Technology.

10. Reduction in project assumptions, reworks, miscommunication, time wastage and finger

pointing.
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11. An increase in staff development due to the fact that performance measurement on projects may

lead to the evaluation of career movement and remuneration scaling.

12. Reduction in time wastage due to unproductive project meetings and priority conflicts.

13. Greater return on investment due to more accurate project estimation in terms of cost,

deliverables, schedules and human resources.

14. Better management and control of costs across all levels of the project organisation.

15. Simplified process of joint project scope creation, greater comprehension and respect for project

cost management, project schedule control and stakeholder involvement.

16. An increase in completing projects on time, within budget, assigned resource and quality

standards.

Project Management is the Planning, Organising, Directing and Controlling of assigned resources in

order to accomplish a given objective within the constraints of time, cost and performance.

Managing By Project goes far beyond the mere application of Project Management. It facilitates the

re-shaping of the organisation, its innovations and its strategic business imperatives around project

initiatives and within a Project Managed culture!

Managing By Project – The Background;

The solution to the majority of corporate projects involves better planning and controlling of

company resources.  Corporate projects have always needed professional project management, yet

many just limp along at a fraction of their potential simply because organisations do not know how

to make them run more effectively.

On July the 20th, 1969 the spacecraft eagle lands in the sea of tranquillity and mankind takes its first

step on the moon. One can only imagine how it must have felt to participate in such a historic and

frontier breaking project. It must have been an absolute privilege to be involved in the project team

that had the responsibility, authority and accountability to deliver the project on time, within budget

and according to life threatening performance.
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Traditional project management has until recent times been the discipline of managers in the

construction, government, space and defense industries. However today project management has

become one of the most sought after practices of modern management times and its value can be

found being applied in such diverse industries as research and development, information

technology, pharmaceuticals, retail, sports administration, manufacturing, education, financial

services, telecommunications and even traditional medicine.

It is fair to say that the project management practices of a few years ago were characterised by the

need for strict plan and control methods. Project managers were very tools focused.   They had very

little or no authority.  Task orientation was the order of the day and project team members had very

little opportunity to influence scope, time and cost. Project managers were also focussed on one

project at a time.

It is true to say that today project management practices are much more oriented to the softer and

more humanistic practices, these include more authority and accountability given to the project

team and the project manager. Project teams members are facilitated to ensure an equal opportunity

to influence, to leverage off relationships, to collaborate and participate in more complex and

integrated projects, to be committed through comprehension and to be empowered within the

project boundaries because they support their participative creation.

The lessons that one can deduct from traditional project management practices are that there was

not always a “Big Picture View”, it was too task and tool orientated, there was limited project

vision sharing, the management style was bureaucratic, project team member commitment was low,

there was limited skills transfer and certain functional management orientation.

Today and certainly into the future the project manager / leader must ensure that his or her project

team is specialised but interdependent. He must promote the concept and practice of plan together,

succeed together and fail together. He must facilitate the team’s development from being a group to

being a high performing team.  These are the characteristics of an organisation that is Managing By

Project.
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Project managers and leaders of today and the future must acquire, become competent, practice,

promote and coach in “Meta Project Management” competencies. These Meta competencies are far

greater in significance than the single discipline of project management.  Meta skills are;

1. Managing By Project

2. Managing Through Transition

3. Making Processes Work

4. Guiding and Leading Teams

5. Working Across Boundaries

6. Unleashing Creativity

Managing By Project is as much a culture as it is a discipline. In a Managing By Project

organisation project teams partake in the conceptualisation and the detailed scoping of projects.

Project prioritisation and project portfolio management is the order of the day. Team recognition is

encouraged and practiced, project management competencies are built and supported and top

management act more as sponsors than as politicians.

Managing By Project – The Driving Forces;

In a Managing By Project organisation focus is on project management competencies. These

competencies are more than just academic or knowledge, it is also skill, which is taking knowledge

and applying it over and over again in different project situations. Competence is the whole, it is

knowledge, skill, attitude, aptitude and context. These are the new dimensions of future project

leaders, managers and facilitators

Organisations who Manage By Project see Managing By Project as a strategic competitive weapon

and Project Management as a tactical delivery discipline. These two components make for a lethal

combination in a business world where only the best survive.

Project Management without Managing By Project is clearly doomed.  Likewise Managing By

Project without Project Management is as negatively affected. One of the most important disciplines

that any organisation must apply is the discipline of aligning the project portfolio with the stated
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organisations vision and mission statements.  This requires an objective approach to prioritising

projects for strategic delivery.

The following diagram (fig.1) clearly illustrates how Managing By Project and Project Management

are interwoven.

Fig. 1. Managing By Project For Business and Project Success

In the above diagram (fig. 1) Project Management is the tactical step 5 and Managing By Project are

the strategic steps 1 through to 4 and 6. Here we can clearly see that the Managing By Project

discipline is reiterative while projects are finite.

There are two major challenges in implementing Managing By Project as a culture within an

organisation. The first is the objective discipline of project prioritisation and the second is the

building of the project management competencies that will ensure that the prioritised portfolio of

projects are in fact delivered on time, within budget and to required specification and that the

deliverables of the project satisfy stakeholder objectives.
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In the following diagram (fig.2) one can see how fig. 1 above has been translated into the

hierachical Managing By Project structure, where the fourth layer is the prioritised projects, the

third level being the organisational business imperatives, the second level the mission which is

annually based and the first level the vision, which is three to five year based.

Fig. 2. Linking the Project Portfolio to the Organisations Strategic Vision and Mission

Some of the most important driving forces that are influencing the move towards Managing By

Project are;

1. Executives are requesting a global view of all projects underway across the organisation and

how they are adding value to shareholders and stakeholders alike.

2. Companies are increasingly asking project managers to make use of limited cross-functional,

multi-disciplinary and cross-corporate resources such as time, skill, material, money,

technology, etc.
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3. Project team members are requesting a central point for accessing project prioritisation

information and reporting on progress

4. Project Managers share limited resources and therefore require such resources to be scheduled

and leveled over multiple projects

5. Consistency in all project respects from concept to development, planning, execution and

through to termination is demanded

6. Value-added for the project team, the organisation and the customer is demanded.

Managing By Project is done for the strategic competitive advantages it holds. It is truly the answer

to ensure an integrative way of mobilising limited resources to achieve common corporate and

project goals. It is a powerful business discipline that harnesses the collective power of the

organistaion and the project team. It is in fact doing more, better, but with less. It is realising

shareholder value through a culture of focus, innovation & delivery.

As can be clearly seen from fig. 3 below, Managing By Project is very clearly about less being more

and more being more. It has been proven that prioritising projects by critically evaluating them in
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accordance with the organisations strategic lenses brings great benefit to project, organisational and

customer success.

Fig. 3. More is not More, Less is More
Managing By Project is more humanistic and participative than traditional project management has

been. It ensures more authority, accountability and responsibility is given to the project team,

because projects are linked to organisational strategy.

Managing By Project ensures that complex and integrated projects are delivered successfully

through cross-functional and multi-disciplinary teams, that commitment to the project and

organisational goals is through comprehension. Managing By Project becomes the way we do and

achieve things around here.

Conclusion:

Managing By Project as a strategic business weapon can only succeed with Project Management as

a tactical management competency. To often Managing By Project is misunderstood as another

form of Project Management and this to often ends in failure as Project Managers are expected to

perform the functions of Managing By Project which in fact is top management’s responsibility.

This paper was written with intention was putting Managing By Project into perspective as being a

culture rather than a new or revised Project Management tool or discipline. Organisations that have

successfully implemented Managing By Project into their respective organisations have for the first

time realised enormous benefits from Project Management as a tactical integrating discipline.

These organisations range from Fast Moving Consumables Goods (FMCG) companies to Retail,

Pharmaceuticals, Brewing, Telecommunications, Financial Services, Government Departments,

Education and Information Technology industries. There is enough evidence now that Managing By

Project synchronized with Project Management is a powerful and strategic weapon in a future of

growing competition.
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